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Dear Parents, 

Poetry recitationPoetry recitationPoetry recitationPoetry recitation is an essential skill for every student. Reciting a poem enables us to 

examine it more intimately; you can hear the cadences of the work, the nuances that 
don’t necessarily show themselves on page. When we encounter a situation akin to 
the sentiment expressed in the poem. Then we experience and appreciate the same 
poem in a newer light, kids properly recite their poems to fully comprehend the 
poetic design and sentiment.  

Keeping this in mind Nursery Department is organizing HINDI poetry 
recitation competition for pre-schoolers. 
1. Intra class on …….   2015 
2. Inter class on …….   2015 

       Important points :- 

1. Length of the poem should be at least 8-10 lines. 

2. Topics are-:  
 

 

3.  Easily handled props . 

4. In Interclass selected students parents will be invited . 

Story narrationStory narrationStory narrationStory narration is an interesting way to convert learning into a powerful experience. 

To break the monotonous routine of classroom teaching Nursery Department is 
organizing a KAHANI VACHAN  Competition for pre- schoolers. 

1. Intra class on ………..  2015 
2. Inter class on ………..  2015 

Important points :- 
1. Students should dress up in beautiful attires and it should be related to their 
stories.  
2. They should narrate value based stories.  
3. Story should be of at least 8-10 lines. 
4. In Interclass selected students parents will be invited.  
5. Story should be different (No student will learn   

 

NOTE:-  Invitation card will be given in students diary. 
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